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This book is dedicated to every woman who’s ever loved and 

felt she walked away with nothing. Our nothings often lead 

us to a bigger something than we could ever imagine. That 

something being self-love and self-appreciation. 

  





 

 

 

Love yourself, girl or nobody will. 

 

―J.COLE 

 





 

 

O N E  

 

T H E  B E G I N N I N G :  O N  A  

S E A R C H  F O R  N O T H I N G  

Let me state for the record, this ain’t a how to on 

relationships. It’s about me sharing what worked 

and didn’t work for me which resulted in me ac-

cepting me for all of who I am. Love is funny. We 

fall in it at times expecting to gain from it what we 

should be giving to ourselves. We later learn that 

all the searching in the world through someone 

else will never lead us to the most profound love 

connection of them all, which is the love connec-

tion we share with ourselves. We often develop 

emotions for others and when they reject us, it 

toys with our self-esteem. Our focus should be se-

curity within so when love goes wrong we walk 

away with the mindset, I still have me. The goal is 

love us wholeheartedly and to love without losing 

ourselves in someone else… And now I’ll begin.  



 

 

There are days I feel as if I am here and I am pre-

sent. Other days I feel I am fucking trapped and 

my life's invisible walls are closing in on me. I've 

accepted that in the moments I feel trapped there 

is something holding me back that I need to re-

lease from my life. We unknowingly hold onto bad 

habits, toxic people and toxic ways out of comfort. 

We're so accustomed to what we're used to feel-

ing it becomes normal. However, it is not normal to 

constantly feel drained. There are moments when 

I just want to breathe and let life hit me. I have my 

moments where I just want to cry. I've accepted 

the fact that my tears do not determine my 

strength. My tears help me to release the poison 

of the pain that still lingers deep in the crevices of 

my shattered heart. How can we learn to repair 

what we allow to remain broken? What I allow my-

self to feel helps me heal. I release what serves 

my mind, body and soul no purpose in order to 

maintain my peace and harmony. There are mo-

ments in our lives where everything is interrupted. 

We encounter experiences that are unknown. We 

often experience things that we can't make out, 

but later these unknown occurrences become life's 

biggest lessons. It's funny how the unknown grows 

to serve a purpose. Every day for a year I had a 

nightmare that would haunt me every night. I did 

not stop having this nightmare until about 5-6 



 

 

months ago. When the dreams ended I noticed a 

shift in my entire being. A change in me had 

emerged. In this dream I'd be on a mother daugh-

ter play date. It would be all fun and games, then 

suddenly my daughter would miraculously be 

hanging from a ledge. As we both cried and 

screamed for each other, my tears meeting her 

terrified face as she held on for dear life. I held on 

as long as I could until I purposely let her go. I had 

the power to hold onto to my child in my dream. I 

had the strength to save her life and let her live, 

but I let her go by choice. Of course having the re-

occurring dream every other night I would wake up 

in tears. I felt for the longest it was a sign I was 

going to be a bad parent or never be a parent at 

all. I didn't understand the reasoning behind my 

dream. I am currently not a parent so why the hell 

was it happening? After months of having this 

dream my life started to transition. Not all transi-

tions were by choice. The more I committed to tak-

ing my power back from the people and things that 

sucked the life out of me, the less my nightmare 

occurred.  Then one day a horrifying dream that 

was once a staple in my life, preventing me from a 

good night’s rest had completely stopped. I started 

to learn exactly what it felt like to sleep in peace. I 

stopped waking up at 2am every morning in a pan-

ic after my nightmare. While I was glad the night-



 

 

mares had ended, it hadn't stop me from question-

ing why they had even begun in the first place. I 

took account of everything I held onto in the last 

year that I just refused to let go of. I took mental 

notes on everything that caused me pain or friction 

in my life that resulted in the interruption of my 

peace. I had peace now because these things had 

been removed. But, when the dreams were hap-

pening something was standing in the way of me 

feeling calm. And then one day it hit me. I let go of 

everything in my life in the past year that stunted 

my growth and stood in the way of putting me first. 

I had begun and still continue to grow mentally 

and spiritually. Every day since the dreams had 

become less and less frequent, I had committed 

myself to personal growth. Like a light bulb went 

off in my mind. My dreams weren't a depiction of 

my future. My dreams did not symbolize that I'd 

never be a mother, or when I did get the chance I 

would be a terrible one. My dreams were solidifi-

cation that day by day, month by month, I was let-

ting go of the child in me. A dream that I was once 

fearful of I could now rejoice about. Develop-

ing into a more mature woman hasn't been easy. 

Every single day is a struggle, but I still take pride 

in the fact that I chose to let go of the immature 

ways that prevented me from stepping into better. 

A new part of me was reborn. It's amazing how we 



 

 

don't see that as bad as we love something or 

someone, it does not mean it isn't keeping us 

stagnant in life. There are people and things that 

keep us immature, stuck in our old ways. The thrill 

of it is fun until your sanity is at stake. Lately I've 

been nurturing my new-found growth. I've focused 

way more of my time to change. Changes in our 

lives are immanent, whether good or bad. It is 

what we choose to make of those changes that 

count. It is the power we choose to take and run 

with when the opportunity presents itself is what 

sets us free. It is what we choose to make of the 

bad even when the bad is overwhelming. Your 

true strength is determined by the good you are 

capable of adding to your own life without relying 

on others. So, here's to finding the power to re-

lease the immature parts of us that are no more. 

Death to the child in us that stunts our growth and 

life progression. Let us all commit to releasing any 

bad habits, including relationships that stop us 

from moving forward in a positive direction.  

  

"Here’s to strong women, may we know them, may 

we be them, may we raise them." 

  

-Unknown 

 



 

 

 

T W O  

 

T H E  M I D D L E :  D I S C O V E R I N G  

S O M E T H I N G  

A while ago, this guy who I once had the biggest 

crush on reached out to me. I was bit surprised to 

hear from him because the way we parted ways 

was a tad bit ugly. He and I met a few years ago 

and he was really nice and charming. Upon getting 

to know him and actually liking him a lot, I learned 

that like most guys in their early 20’s, he was a big 

player. His player ways and need for multiple 

chicks had ended our “situation” before it had even 

begun. One thing that always stood out to me was 

our first time meeting up alone. We met at a coffee 

shop. As we sat and talked he was extremely fidg-

ety. He couldn’t find the perfect position to sit still, 

he had to fix the brim on his hat often and the but-

tons on his jean jacket. My crush at the time or-



 

 

dered an iced coffee and drank it in less than 10 

minutes. When the coffee was gone and he had 

nothing else to distract him, so he took his straw 

paper and tore it into a thousand tiny pieces. I ob-

served his behavior and before parting ways I 

asked him what the deal was? He told me that my 

presence was very strong and a bit intimidating. 

He admitted I made him nervous.  

 

Fast forward years later…  

 

I am reading an email from him and was taken 

aback at how he was brave enough to admit his 

wrong doings and his mistakes. The one thing that 

stood out to me the most about his email was he 

was unforgiving of himself for his immaturity. I 

walked away from that situation with him ashamed 

that I was myself when liking him. Odd right? I was 

1000% myself and didn’t put on a front or pretend 

to be someone I was not. So when he essentially 

rejected me, it caused me to question who I was. 

To hear after so many years that someone valued 

you and carried you in such a high standard felt 

good. It brought a smile to my face to know that it 

had absolutely nothing to do with me at all. My old 

crush admitted that he was unsure of himself and 

felt that I was over qualified to even consider 

someone like him. So like anyone who feels a lack 



 

 

of confidence, he went seeking what made him 

feel comfortable instead of what motivated him to 

feel greater. Why am I explaining this story?  

We sometimes forget that life is happening to oth-

ers just as it is happening to us. We assume that 

our failed interactions with other living beings are a 

direct attack at us. To interact with others is to do 

it consciously. We must learn to factor in that we 

are all experiencing life as living beings, we are 

human. While we have faults and make mistakes, 

the pain we cause others isn’t always intentional. 

We are all living life, experiencing it and trying to 

figure out what works along the way. Sometimes 

figuring it out is at the expense of someone’s feel-

ings that cares about you. Is it right? No! Is it natu-

ral? Yes! We also have to learn that being rejected 

by others isn’t a sign that we are no good. For the 

first time I realized that me not questioning who I 

am and not being ashamed of that is important. I 

am who I am and it’s others choice to take it or 

leave it. It is not my job to alter or try to change 

bits and pieces of myself based on who approves 

and doesn’t approve. For every person that 

doesn’t like it, there are 10 who do. This is not just 

with relationships, but friendships, jobs, EVERY-

THING you encounter in life. Our experiences for 

whatever reason causes us to question who we 

are and the result is us bringing ourselves down 



 

 

without even considering maybe it isn’t me. It took 

me forever to be unapologetically me. I always felt 

that every rejection was a reflection of who I was 

or who I wasn’t when in reality, I was non under-

standing for so long that what other people do is 

more about them than it’ll ever be about me. I 

chose to dim my light or try to make changes just 

to fit the mold of what I thought others wanted 

when I wasn’t the problem at all. You have to grow 

and learn to trust that you were made in the per-

fect image and you are exactly who your creator 

created you to be. Own the fact that you’re amaz-

ing and that mediocre things are just not for you, 

even if you’re drawn to them at one point in your 

life. Own your personality, your skills, and your 

talents. I have this weird habit of accomplishing 

things and down playing them and not being truly 

proud of who I am. I have to learn to not be 

ashamed of who I am and who I’ve grown to be. If 

people fail to realize your true significance early 

on, it doesn’t mean that they never will. It’s not 

about what others see though, it’s about what you 

see and what you BELIEVE. Other people won’t 

believe in your beauty, talents and one of kind 

spirt if you don’t. Own what you’ve been given and 

walk in confidence every day in life no matter what 

obstacles or rejection you face. Years ago set-

backs used to get me down and make me feel like 



 

 

a failure. I got down on myself a lot instead of see-

ing them as a stepping stone. Everything in life we 

go through is meant for us to grown through. To-

day I look back on that situation and smile. I am 

happy that I never went off the deep end and try to 

change anything about myself for good or for the 

sake of ones inability to see me and accept me for 

me. You have to learn to own your shit and know 

that you are the shit. Make a promise to yourself to 

starting living your life being fully confident in who 

you are and growing to be. Be unapologetically 

YOU!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

T H R E E  

 

T H E  E N D :  W H E N  N O T H I N G  

L E D  T O  S O M E T H I N G  

In terms of relationships we always hear “Marry 

your best friend.” I’ve followed that for so many 

years. Then I realized that those who are our best 

friend’s we tend to have chemistry with, but they 

do not always have the ability to uphold us in rela-

tionships. A relationship requires far more than 

chemistry and a connection. I think one of my fa-

vorite things I’ve read recently is, “People love the 

idea of you, but most aren’t mature enough to 

handle the reality of you.” (Or something to that 

effect.) It’s true, you do want to marry your best 

friend, but your best friend should be far more than 

just someone you can laugh and get along with. 

Your partner should be someone equipped to 

handle all of you, the good and the bad. Growing 



 

 

up I was never taught to relax and let God send 

me a mate. I say that with pride, not to shame my 

parents or family for missing out on that important 

factor, but because it’s been beautiful to see most 

women in my family learn that on their own. I’ve 

learned a lot by watching them make mistakes and 

finally getting it right. It’s been a great journey in 

itself for me. I am not regretful or shameful of the 

damage that’s been put onto my heart. I cry a lot 

at random moments. Not because I miss what I 

once had, but because healing is a challenge. I 

have to remind myself why I want to be free and 

sometimes it puts salt in old wounds. While it's 

painful, it's necessary. I completely accept respon-

sibility that a lot of my past was caused by me and 

the poor decisions I made. But, it has certainly 

shaped me into who I am this very day. I get that a 

vast majority of us have a difficulty in believing in 

God or a higher power. Now, if you're a non-

believer my writing may not be for you. I am very 

candid online about my growing relationship with 

God and what he’s taught and has been teaching 

me on my journey throughout life. I do believe all 

of what we go through in past relationships is 

meant to prepare us for the person we're meant to 



 

 

be with. There is a lot of knowledge that is gained 

through painful relationships. It is with experience 

that we are prepared for greater or better. There is 

preparation in pain and toxicity, don’t ever let no-

body tell you otherwise. There are times when I 

feel a bit funny giving relationship advice as a sin-

gle woman, but then I remind myself that I am not 

speaking to others from the heart or the spirit of a 

broken woman. I am speaking from experience. I 

allow my past hurt and pain to be the encourage-

ment that another woman in pain may need at the 

present moment. I will say there have been mo-

ments where I am giving advice and the person I 

am speaking to will burst into tears. How am I not 

in tears knowing that I know her pain and I’ve just 

gone through what she’s gone through? It’s be-

cause you have to be strong and an example of 

how to grow past your pain and still come out on 

top. 

Admittedly, I am still very much a work in pro-

gress. I know that there are many things that I 

must shake and give away before I completely 

commit myself to someone else. I sit up in bed at 

night, chilling, watching movies just really enjoying 



 

 

me. I love that I’ve made that transition. It’s been 

difficult, but life is good without negative distrac-

tions. It is through my relationship with God where 

I am learning the true meaning of commitment and 

trust. It's is through God where we learn the TRUE 

meaning of forgiveness and unconditional love. All 

keys points we need for successful, committed re-

lationships. We live life so blindly that we miss that 

God is giving us all we need to prepare us for love 

if we'd agree to commitment to him FIRST. I think 

most of the pain from past relationships stem from 

us being in a rush to not be alone. If more of us 

slowed our pace without basing the value of our 

relationship status on societies standards we’d be 

okay. I was once that woman. I felt like I had to be 

in relationship or everyone would look at me fun-

ny. How can someone with so much personality, 

ambition and independence still be single? (I left 

out attractive *smiles*) I get asked that question 

very often. In all honesty it was because this 

woman did not always know her full potential. Now 

that I do know who I am and what I bring to the 

table I want a man that is worthy of me. Can't be 

giving ourselves away all willy nilly. I’ve entered in 

relationships that weren't always the best for me 



 

 

whether I knew it or not and they’ve failed. Not be-

cause I am not worthy of love or I am not a great 

woman. It’s simply because I’ve given too much to 

someone who wasn’t for me. We've all subjected 

ourselves to it and guess what? It is ok. I was not 

always sure of what I am capable of. I did not al-

ways feel worthy, so I settled. I settled because I 

felt that nothing greater would come or I was afraid 

it would take a life time to find it. I don’t fear being 

30-35 and single anymore. I may not have always 

known everything that I wanted in a mate, but past 

relationships have given be the ability to know ex-

actly what I do not want. I am now able to foresee 

long before I allow something to get too deep that 

a man isn’t for me. It isn’t really me seeing it, it’s 

more so of me praying to God and him revealing 

the signs I’ve requested later on down the line. 

 We become more equipped to protect ourselves if 

we rely on God more than we choose to rely on 

our own understandings. We would save our-

selves so much stress and heartache if we just al-

lowed him to be the man in our lives for a while. 

Let HIM be the voice of reason instead of us al-

ways trying to convince ourselves that Mr. Wrong 

has potential to be Mr. Right. Life is all about pur-



 

 

pose. The man who is meant for you will com-

pletely align with your purpose in life. That is the 

biggest key to remember. When you see success-

ful couples most of them will say, “He or she 

helped me become a better me, I wouldn’t be who 

I am without him/her.” The love that is for you will 

always compliment you, inspire you, and uplift 

you. A man anointed by God to love you will never 

get tired and weary of all that it takes to love you. 

There will be struggle. There will be egos that 

need to be broken down. There will be barriers of 

pain that need to be broken down. There will be 

baggage to unpack, but IF and only IF that man is 

sent to you by God nothing on this earth that you 

give to him will be too heavy for him. There will be 

nothing in this world that will keep a man who truly 

desires you to stop loving on you and pursuing 

you. Make sure that you’ve consulted with God 

first before you make any serious commitments on 

love. I do NOT say that lightly. Whether you're a 

man or a woman, life commitments should be tak-

en serious. We are asking God to trust us with an-

other one of his children, which is huge!!! Fall in 

love with the person that looks at you like no one 

else is there. Fall in love with the person that 



 

 

speaks highly of you, not only to you, but when 

you're not around. Fall in love with someone who 

will uplift you when you are weak and protect you 

in the moments of despair. Trust those who have 

proven that they are worthy of you trusting them. 

Trust is to be earned not given. Your heart is to be 

earned not given away freely. What we love and 

value we protect. Love and value you so that 

you’re over protective of giving yourself away to 

anyone unworthy. Love you so much that a 

man/woman has to consult with God before enter-

ing into your heart. Let God lead and you follow.  

The year was 2014, it was a Monday on Septem-

ber 29th. I sat having my usual morning cup of cof-

fee indulging in Tyece’s piece, “What’s The Rush 

on Commitment?” As I got deeper and deeper into 

my read I thought to myself, “Damn I have really 

been doing it all wrong.” About two years ago I 

had begun going through a lot of life transitions. 

When you’re motivated and have so much you 

want to pursue in life your hustle becomes your 

only focus. I can openly admit that how I ap-

proached life a year ago totally differs from how I 

approach my life today. I see my life in a whole 

http://www.twentiesunscripted.com/whats-rush-commitment/
http://www.twentiesunscripted.com/whats-rush-commitment/


 

 

new way and value my peace just a little bit more. 

Being in a relationship somewhat helped me to 

remove my rose-colored lenses and see shit for 

what it really was. Thinking back on this time last 

year I had completely slithered into a deep state of 

depression. When I even think about all of the 

things that were weighing on me emotionally my 

heart still gets heavy. But, that’s another story to 

tell. My depression was caused by one thing, but a 

multitude of other things had caused it to continue 

to spiral. I’ve dealt with the battle of depression for 

years, but nothing felt quite like this. While I would 

lie awake many of nights praying that the one I 

loved would understand the extent of my pain and 

hold my hand through it all, I found myself at war 

with me and suddenly feeling alone. The worse 

feeling in the world is giving a tremendous amount 

of love to someone else and feeling alone while 

doing so. I will admit that I hid my depression from 

my other half. I didn’t do it because I was 

ashamed, but previous behavioral patterns that 

were observed and mentally noted had proven he 

couldn’t handle the emotional capacity of my pain. 

After realizing that, my mission became to get out 

and then pull myself back to life. I wasn’t expecting 



 

 

love to save me. I knew if I wanted to feel empow-

ered and like my true self again this was a battle 

that only me, myself and God could handle. What I 

was expecting was confirmation that I had support 

and love wouldn’t walk out on me when I currently 

felt like giving up and walking out on my-

self. Finally, after all of the battling back and forth I 

knew I had to make a decision. A part of me felt 

that if I left to get my mind right I would be giving 

up on love. But, a bigger part of me knew that the 

love I felt for myself and my desire to be healthy 

mattered far more. One night after a crying spell, I 

knew I needed to vent to my other half and finally 

admit that I was battling with a deep state of de-

pression. I felt it was only fair of me to admit why I 

hadn’t been my true self. To keep it trill, my life, its 

current state and where I was headed wasn’t the 

only thing contributing to my depression. My rela-

tionship was contributing to that dark state as well. 

So changes were calling to be made. 

 

Back to the story… 



 

 

I picked up the phone to finally admit I had a prob-

lem and I planned on getting help. I sat on the 

phone with the expectations of hearing that deep 

voice I loved to hear pickup, instead I got the 

voicemail. I called a couple more times and still 

nothing. I woke up the next morning to realize that 

my calls had never been returned. Either it was in 

God’s will for me to not reveal to this man what 

was driving me to the ground or God was really 

knocking me over the head with a reality check. I 

got out of bed thinking, how can you expect to get 

better when you’re constantly holding onto the 

things that are contributing to you being in this 

dark state of mind? There are times when the 

people we love are so caught up in their own de-

sires and satisfactions they become immune to 

our pain. Their selfish ways go unnoticed because 

it is all that they know. My loves selfishness had 

become something I admired and despised all at 

the same time. Even though it is wrong in a rela-

tionship to not consider your other half and always 

put yourself first, I commended him. He was doing 

something so effortlessly that I hadn’t been able to 

do my entire life. The only thing that didn’t equate 

in that equation was I was sinking in quick sand 



 

 

and the shoulder I needed to lean on had no idea 

of the pain I was enduring. I knew I desperately 

needed to break away but where would I begin? 

When it came time to make a choice between 

holding onto tainted love and having my peace, I 

chose my peace. I was doing a lot of something 

and gaining a lot of nothing. I needed to invest my 

energy in something healthier. My choice to walk 

away wasn’t because I did not love him; because 

that was the first time I loved with so much intensi-

ty and depth. So much so, I was unaware that I 

could love at that capacity. It was just too much for 

me to try to balance all at once. I was drained im-

mensely. I was attempting to focus on building my 

life while trying to hold something together that 

was clearly falling apart. Reciprocity had long 

gone with a lot of other things. It was time for me 

to make my peace by setting myself free. I am 

very mature for a woman my age. I tell you this 

with confidence without revealing my actual age, 

hehe. I know what I want out of everything that en-

ters into my life. Along with knowing what I want I 

know exactly what I deserve. That my friend is 

powerful! I was brave enough to admit that this 

love that was once so fulfilling had developed a 



 

 

strong disconnect. It was slowly but surely eating 

away at me, my self-esteem and heart. 

“The prospect of being 40 and single doesn’t scare 

me as much as being 40 and tethered to the 

wrong individual.” 

-Tyece 

One of us was growing while the other was now at 

a standstill. Our priorities about our relationship 

had shifted and before long what we both wanted 

was no longer morally aligned. Our yokes were 

now rivals, unequally challenging each other. It 

was time to face realization. It wasn’t the end of 

my life now that I had chosen to prioritize it. I had 

come to an agreement that my priorities were off 

and if hustle was my focus I needed to get serious 

about that. I know what you're thinking; successful 

people have great relationships all the time. I find 

that to be true, however that only works when both 

parties that are involved are in agreement and 

genuinely want the same things. There were days 

(and still are) when the pain crept back in during 

the most unexpected moments, but I just prayed 

for the strength to deal and kept it pushing.  



 

 

I would rather deal with shedding a few salty tears 

opposed to not being truly happy ya know? For 

once in my life I had learned the power of being 

selfish. Being selfish felt good. I knew I needed my 

alone time to get my shit together and figure life 

out. What I am grateful for is that I went into my 

relationship with my own goals and dreams. End-

ing a relationship is one thing. But ending a rela-

tionship and having nothing to look forward to 

when it's over is another. I couldn't imagine my life 

if I didn't have my work to dive into. I couldn't im-

agine the extent of my pain if I didn't have another 

huge part of my life that I truly loved which in turn 

provided me security. To be honest, I was happy 

that I was no longer distracted and I could get se-

rious about my life again. I had a fresh start to 

continue building. I have yet to take it for granted. 

A few months after I walked away I celebrated my 

book being on Barnes and Nobles shelves. I 

guess it was a give and take kind of thing. I am 

now at a point in my life where my career and per-

sonal growth as a woman is all that matters to me. 

I finally see the value in being selfish with your 

time and attention. These are my golden years. 

These are years of my life that I will never get 



 

 

back. I truly believe that I have all of the time in the 

world to love someone, but I would like to devote 

time to being the success I know that I am going to 

be. I want to devote unconditional time to loving 

me more than I've ever loved me before. I am a 

firm believer that God allows everything to fall into 

your life when it's meant to be. I also believe that 

certain people drop in unexpectedly for unpredict-

able visits to shake things up a bit. They teach us 

things we would have never been able to learn on 

our own. 

I knew I had grown when I was searching for the 

answers on what God was trying to show me.  I 

knew I had matured when I was more concerned 

about what I took from my situation opposed to 

what it took from me. I rejoice in the fact that me 

reaching my full potential is top priority before I 

consider anything else. I want to be sure when it is 

time to devote all of this amazing woman to some-

one else I am not changing to fit their idea of who I 

should be, rather they are completely happy with 

the radiant, ambitious, incomparable soul that I 

am. I just do not support anything in my life that 

subtracts from my peace. I truly believe in invest-



 

 

ing your time and energy into permanent things 

such as your career, education and health. I knew 

I wanted to invest time into permanently healing 

and moving forward. There is power in healing, but 

I find that there is far more power in person-

al growth. This is my time for development. 

I currently feel limitless and overwhelmed with my 

own beauty. I see that being selfish in certain in-

stances will get me to where I want to be in life. 

When I am ready to slow down on being a worka-

holic and give up my weekends watching Be-

ing Mary Jane re-runs while eating junk food, I 

know that I'll be prepared to risk all of that for 

someone who matches my effort and knows the 

true meaning of reciprocity. Right now, the idea 

of committing myself long-term to someone else 

scares me a bit. Not because I feel like I am inca-

pable of handling it, but because I know spiritually, 

mentally, financially and emotionally I am ill pre-

pared. It's all about being in control of your life. 

Work on being as selfish as you can be in your 20 

somethings. I now realize these are the years that 

should be devoted to shaping me into that amaz-

ing woman I am called to be. (I totally celebrate 

the fact I am partially there.) I would much rather 



 

 

devote all this time to me and becoming that New 

York Times Best Selling Author I know I am going 

to be. I have a lot of ventures I want to dive into. I 

know I will make many changes before I complete-

ly settle in life. The beauty of that is I have the 

freedom to be as selfish as I want to be and not 

feel any guilt about it all. Ask yourself are you be-

ing selfish enough with your time, love and ener-

gy? Value your peace, Queen! 

When I decided to love me it opened the door for 

me to release anything that doesn’t support my 

love for self. Loving myself whole heartedly allows 

me to know and understand my worth, which in 

turn allows me to clearly see when I am not getting 

all that I deserve. My parents describe me as a 

person who’s very cutthroat. If I am feeling an 

ounce of imbalance in a friendship or relationship I 

will cut you off and ask no questions about it. 

When I am emotionally scarred by someone I 

once put my trust into, I shut down and shut them 

out. I cut off all forms of communication, not be-

cause I am childish but because I need my time to 

properly heal. Holding onto the situation and refus-

ing to cut off communication takes away from you 



 

 

moving forward. How can you heal if you’re con-

stantly reminding yourself of the pain? I do not 

know how long it’ll take me to heal when I am hurt 

but I like to take that time to be alone and heal in 

my own way. With growth my healing process has 

changed drastically. I still may hold a lot of anger 

and resentment toward the individual, but I choose 

to focus on the bigger task at hand, FOR-

GIVENESS. Be alarmed, people just don’t like to 

take accountability for their f’d actions. They’ll 

much rather you feel responsible for their lack of 

maturity than own up to what they’ve done. Except 

it, forgive, and be at peace with it. 

When I decided to love me, I chose to forgive! 

Forgiveness is the first step to healing and over-

coming pain. It may seem hard in the beginning 

but if you don’t forgive you hold onto a lot of anger 

and pent-up frustrations. When I am healing I al-

low myself to feel and properly assess my feel-

ings. When I am feeling emotional, I cry. When I 

am angry, I feel that anger, when I need to speak 

my peace I do just that. In order to get over what 

you're feeling you have to not be ashamed of 



 

 

those feelings to overcome them. Loving who I am 

has opened up the door for me to heal in different 

ways as well. These days my healing process al-

lows me to reflect on my faults and flaws. Often 

times when things turn sour between you and 

someone else, they aren’t always solely to blame. 

I love myself enough to admit that I am flawed, I 

play a role in situations gone wrong as well. It's 

healthy for me to identify with how I contributed to 

the situation going south, while recognizing my 

faults and working toward perfecting them so that 

in the future they no longer are an issue. I am im-

perfect in friendships and relationships but I al-

ways give 100% and try my hardest to get things 

right. You ever get the feeling that you’re too much 

like right? 

When I decided to love myself, I learned my 

worth! 

Knowing and remembering your worth is so im-

portant. You have to believe that you’re worthy of 

the friendship where you can call your girl, cry and 

vent to her and not worry about her using your 

faults against you behind your back later. You 



 

 

have to know that you’re worthy of that relation-

ship that provides everything that you need, de-

sire and deserve. If you don’t know and believe 

that you’re worthy, others never will. Knowing the 

severity of my illness with depression and anxiety I 

let go of unhealthy situations real quick. It just con-

tributes to unwanted stress and requires too much 

energy to maintain. I just know that I don't want 

any toxicity to contribute to me spiraling down-

ward. Often time’s people can’t handle all that 

comes with you because they only see the idea of 

who they want you to be. People are focused on 

the perfect picture they created but can't fathom 

you with flaws and imperfections. Some aren't 

strong enough or mature enough to handle the re-

ality of who you are when your imperfections are 

on the forefront. Bottom-line, knowing your worth 

allows you to know when it’s no longer worthy of 

your time and attention. For many years I was the 

one tolerating any and everything because I want-

ed and needed to feel that love. You tolerate miss 

behavior and piss-poor connections because you 

need to feel a void. That type of behavior comes 

with a price; it’s costing you, your self-assurance. 

After tolerating so much you feel less and less 



 

 

sure of yourself. It breaks you down and ruins your 

confidence. You become insecure after time. 

When I decided to love me, I knew that all the 

love I needed was within in me and delivered 

through God! 

At “twenty something” I value and respect my 

alone time. I am going through a life transition 

where I basically have no desire to always be 

around friends and if a relationship isn’t feeding 

my soul and exposing me to new things and taking 

me to new heights I don’t need it. When you re-

quire the love and attention from others 24/7 you 

get lost, you forget who you are and all you have 

to offer. Dependency and being needy enables 

you to forget that you have to know how to give 

yourself everything you think others should. Never 

accept less than what you deserve just because of 

your need to feel dependent on others. There will 

be times in our lives where we accept less than 

what we deserve and that’s okay. I have done it 

but I am making the conscious effort to not go 

down that road again. You have to own up to your 

faults and bounce back. Trust me, there will be re-



 

 

covery no matter what you endure and how heavy 

it is, recovery is promised. You have to monitor 

who you allow in your personal space. Not every 

person you label as a friend is worth of your ener-

gy and not every person you love is worthy of your 

time. One day, I apologized to myself. I forgave 

me and I spent days unpacking my own baggage 

in hopes of leaving it all behind. It pays to forgive 

and forgiveness really starts with you. In order to 

forgive others you must be able to forgive yourself 

first for all that you’ve allowed. You don’t realize 

how much hatred from un-forgiveness you barrel 

through life or carry into situation after situation 

until you are unable to form new bonds out of fear. 

You know how hard it is to build a new friendship 

with another woman if you’re so focused on how 

your friendships ended in the past? How can you 

trust and let new friends in, if you refuse to forgive 

those that betrayed you in the past? You have to 

let it all go. You know how hard it is to let a good 

man love you if you’re constantly focused on the 

ones that hurt you previously? All man aren’t the 

same, it’s easier to attract what you deserve when 

you know what you deserve. You have to forgive 

and let it all go. When you know your worth and 



 

 

what you deserve it’s easier to pin point the real 

from the fake before they get too close. It is never 

too late to find your worth. It’s never too late to 

stop accepting the bullshit and be baggage free. 

It’s never too late to forgive yourself and learn to 

be alone for a while. Over the past few years as I 

have strengthened and redeveloped my relation-

ship with God and the changes I have made indi-

vidually as a woman have been AMAZING. I can 

walk into a situation and know exactly what I want 

and if I am not getting just that I can happily turn 

my back and walk away. Now days I do not settle 

in hopes that the red flags will fade or hope I will 

stop noticing the signals all the while wishing it’ll 

eventually all get better. Intuition is something 

else. You know when a relationship isn’t good for 

you. You know in your heart when you need to 

break away from dead in relationships. When 

you’re holding on it will NEVER get better. You 

can’t change people. What you can change is 

yourself and who you surround yourself with. The 

more you mask it and make excuses for the situa-

tion, the worse it gets because YOU allowed it. 

There is and never will never be a substitute for 

your worth and self-love. Don’t allow temporary 



 

 

situations or fake fulfillment to make you believe 

that accepting less is what you deserve. The only 

thing in life you deserve is happiness. If your 

friendships and relationships bring you more pain 

than joy, forgive yourself for allowing it to occur. 

Forgive them for not being all of what you need 

and proudly go your separate ways. I tell the few 

friends I do have, if you have ever wondered why 

you continue to feel the same pain but the extent 

of those pain progresses each time you allow the 

situation back into your life, it is only because you 

are continuing to allow it. Focus on growing as a 

person so that you don’t allow painful situations to 

reoccur for all the wrong reasons. When you rely 

on others for peace, happiness, love, and all of the 

other things God is capable of providing. I love me 

enough to not let temporary situations linger long-

er than they are meant to. I cherish my relation-

ship and I value my friends but I do not rely on 

them. I evaluate everyone, and if they don’t meet 

the requirements of what I need I see no wrong in 

loving them from a distance. How will you ever 

grow holding on to what keeps you stagnant? 

When you recognize your worth and honor the en-

ergy you allow in your life things change. When 



 

 

you focus on who and what you allow in your 

heart, you grow stronger and friendships and rela-

tionships are far more fulfilling and everlasting. All 

of that comes with patience. Let time do its thing. 

Being patient eliminates making the same mis-

takes repeatedly. 

When I decided to love myself, I learned that no 

love is greater than my own and that love is devel-

oped by knowing and understanding God’s love 

for me. 
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